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The prevalence of insanity, which was once considerably less than one case per 1,000 total
population, has risen beyond five cases in 1,000. Why has mental illness reached epidemic
proportions? What are the causes of severe mental illness? Why do we continue to deny the
rising numbers, and how does this denial affect our ability to help those who are afflicted?In The
Invisible Plague, E. Fuller Torrey and Judy Miller examine the records on insanity in England,
Ireland, Canada, and the United States over a 250-year period, concluding, through both
qualitative and quantitative evidence, that disorders like schizophrenia and bipolar illness are an
unrecognized, modern-day plague. This book is a unique and major contribution to medical
history. Until now, insanity, and its apparent rise over the centuries, has been interpreted as a
socially and economically driven phenomenon. Torrey and Miller insist upon the biological reality
of psychiatric disease and examine the reasons why its contemporary prevalence has been so
profoundly misunderstood.

"Important reading for our time, as we try to make sense of our terrors." —San Francisco
Chronicle"[Hillman’s] portrayal of war as an implacable force, a primary element of the human
condition, is unsettling." —Publishers WeeklyAbout the AuthorA world-renowned lecturer,
teacher, author, Jungian analyst, and former director of the C. G. Jung Institute, James Hillman
(1926–2011) was born in New Jersey and spent much of his life in Europe. He is the author of
more than twenty books, translated into ten languages, including The Myth of Analysis and
Reinventing Psychiatry, which was nominated for a Pulitzer Prize in 1975.Excerpt. © Reprinted
by permission. All rights reserved.One sentence in one scene from one film, Patton, sums up
what this book tries to understand. The general walks the field after a battle. Churned earth,
burned tanks, dead men. He takes up a dying officer, kisses him, surveys the havoc and says: “I
love it. God help me, I do love it so. I love it more than my life.”We can never prevent war or speak
sensibly of peace and disarmament unless we enter this love of war. Unless we move our
imaginations into the martial state of soul, we cannot comprehend its pull. This means “going to
war,” and this book aims to induct our minds into military service. We are not going to war in the
name of peace, as deceitful rhetoric so often declares, but rather for war’s own sake: to
understand the madness of its love.Our civilian disdain and pacifist horror—all the legitimate
and deep-felt aversion to everything to do with the military and the warrior—must be set aside.
This because the first principle of psychological method holds that any phenomenon to be
understood must be sympathetically imagined. No syndrome can be truly dislodged from its
cursed condition unless we first move imagination into its heart.War is first of all a psychological
task, perhaps the first of all psychological tasks because it directly threatens your life and mine,
and the existence of all living beings. The bell tolls for thee, and all. Nothing can escape



thermonuclear rage, and if the burning and its aftermath are unimaginable, their cause, war, is
not.War is also a psychological task because philosophy and theology, the fields supposed to do
the heavy thinking for our species, have neglected war’s overriding importance. “War is the
father of all,” said Heraclitus at the beginnings of Western thought. If it is a primordial component
of Being, then war fathers the very structure of existence and our thinking about it: our ideas of
the universe, of God, of ethics; war determines the thought patterns of Aristotle’s logic of
opposites, Kant’s antimonies, Darwin’s natural selection, Marx’s struggle of classes and even
Freud’s repression of the id by the ego and super-ego. We think in warlike terms, feel ourselves
at war with ourselves, and unknowingly believe predation, territorial defense, conquest, and the
interminable battle of opposing forces are the ground rules of existence…;.War is becoming
more normalized every day. Trade war, gender war, net war, information war. But war against
cancer, war against crime, against drugs, against poverty and other ills of society has nothing to
do with the actualities of war. These civil wars, wars within civilian society, mobilize resources in
the name of a heroic victory over an insidious enemy. These wars are noble good guys against
bad guys and no one gets hurt. This way of normalizing war has whitewashed the word and
brainwashed us so that we forget its terrible images. Then whenever the possibility of actual war
approaches with its reality of violent death-dealing combat, the idea of war has been normalized
into nothing more than putting more cops on the street, more rats in the lab, and passing tax
rebates for urban renewal.I base the statement “war is normal” on two factors we have already
seen: its constancy throughout history and its ubiquity over the globe. These two factors require
another more basic one: acceptability. Wars could not happen unless there were those willing to
help them happen. Conscripts, slaves, indentured soldiers, unwilling draftees to the contrary,
there are always masses ready to answer the call to arms, to join up, to get in the fight. There are
always leaders rushing to take the plunge. Every nation has its hawks. Moreover, resisters,
dissenters, pacifists, objectors, and deserters are rarely able to bring war to a halt. The saying
“Someday they’ll give a war and no one will come” remains a fond wish. War drives everything
else off the front page.Read more
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a reader, “A Cry for Prevention. Despite the fanciful cover, this is a very serious book. It attempts
to make the reader aware of how insanity is increasing since the 18th century. With the Zika
virus now, we can visually see the effects of an organism on the prenatal brain. The March of
Dimes has taken a leadership role in making the case for prevention. One sees the forces of
financial control in the U S Congress digging in their heels. We will see what will be done about
Zika.Dr. Torrey had devoted his life to mental illness. The March of Dimes is starting to make the
case for prevention.Articles about the mentally ill are abundantly found in newspapers and
magazines. We just need to find the exact mechanism that goes awry. But that too will be
found. Hopefully then the March of Dimes will show its full wonderful force. We will see the
forces of the U S Congress dig in, but too much has happened. We will then see a reprint of
THE INVISIBLE PLAGUE. It will have a serious cover, because those of us with mental illness
know we are dealing with tragic stuff.Luanne Holsinger”

Abbey Strauss, “Interesting history. This is a fascinating review of the history of mental illness for
periods of time that are usually rather hard to research. I cannot speak for the accuracy since I
am not a historian and I do not have the resource library to check out it's references, but it seems
quite reasonable and well researched. I enjoyed the book for the thoughts it provoked and how it
filled in gaps about the development of the notions of mental illness over the last several
hundred years. This book has been the key to many intreguing disucssions.”

JSterritt, “An invaluable history.. An excellent work of scholarship.”

DavidM, “Leaves one wondering about the 1990s in the US. It is interesting that the US stopped
tracking insanity in the 1990s when the rate was on an upward swing.”

Dawn, “Five Stars. The book was in excellent shape and is exactly what I was looking for.”

Richard Reese (author of Understanding Sustainability), “A Great History of Insanity. Are we
living in an insanity epidemic? Yes indeed, we certainly are, according to The Invisible Plague
by Dr. Edwin Fuller Torrey and Judy Miller. This book provides an illuminating history of insanity,
focusing on the last three centuries in the United Kingdom, Ireland, Canada, and the United
States. "Insanity" here refers to two conditions, schizophrenia, and bipolar disorder (manic-
depressive). Today, "psychosis" is the proper term for describing insanity and lunacy, but the
authors preferred to use history's word, insanity.The objective of this book was to convince us
that an epidemic of insanity has been growing in Western society, based on a small mountain of
circumstantial evidence. Insanity seems to be one of the many unintended consequences of the
Industrial Revolution. In the four regions studied, the last 300 years have been an era of
turbulent change on a colossal scale.By the end of the nineteenth century, the British Empire



had spread to every corner of the world. The news coming back from frontier outposts
consistently reported that insanity was rare or unknown in "primitive" societies, where folks
enjoyed a far slower way of life. Long-term stability was the opposite of crazy.In Britain, a
number of observers in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries were well aware of a growing
insanity epidemic, and some actually linked it to civilization -- it was simply an acceptable cost
for the wonders of progress, wealth, and luxury. Living in such amazing times over-excited the
minds of those who were mentally fragile, and this was simply unavoidable. Some even saw
rising insanity as a badge of honor, indisputable proof that civilization was thriving. Lunatic
asylums were booming, praise the Lord!By the end of the story, the authors concluded that
insanity was growing at a much faster rate than the population. In the 200 years between 1750
and 1950, the rate of insanity increased 700 percent, and even more in the US and Ireland.
There is an invisible plague all around us! What can we do?A specific cause for the insanity
epidemic has not been discovered, but contributing factors might be associated with diet,
alcohol, toxins, medical care, and/or infectious agents. It's more common in men and
immigrants, especially when the immigrants are a small minority in the community. There is a
clear association with the rise of industrialization and urbanization.In the British Medical Journal,
Marco Picchioni reported that schizophrenia "is more frequent in people born in cities -- the
larger the city, and the longer the person has lived there, the greater the risk."An observer in
1877 commented that the rate of insanity was growing so quickly that it was only a matter of time
before the majority of people were insane. Hmmm... Are we there yet, Mommy?Richard Adrian
ReeseAuthor of What Is Sustainable”

R Patterson, “Great. As expected clean and new thanks”

Mario frade, “Four Stars. Good book”

The book by James Hillman has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 21 people have provided feedback.
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